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Abstract

Automatic prediction of personality traits is a subjective

task that has recently received much attention. Specifically,

automatic apparent personality trait prediction from mul-

timodal data has emerged as a hot topic within the filed of

computer vision and, more particularly, the so called “look-

ing at people” sub-field. Considering “apparent” person-

ality traits as opposed to real ones considerably reduces the

subjectivity of the task. The real world applications are en-

countered in a wide range of domains, including entertain-

ment, health, human computer interaction, recruitment and

security. Predictive models of personality traits are use-

ful for individuals in many scenarios (e.g., preparing for

job interviews, preparing for public speaking). However,

these predictions in and of themselves might be deemed to

be untrustworthy without human understandable support-

ive evidence. Through a series of experiments on a recently

released benchmark dataset for automatic apparent person-

ality trait prediction, this paper characterizes the audio and

visual information that is used by a state-of-the-art model

while making its predictions, so as to provide such support-

ive evidence by explaining predictions made. Additionally,

the paper describes a new web application, which gives

feedback on apparent personality traits of its users by com-

bining model predictions with their explanations.

1. Introduction

Recent studies in the literature show that first impres-

sions about personalities of people based on analyses of

their faces tend to change from one photo to another (i.e.,

the ratings vary with respect to context) [16], making the

evaluation a very complex process. Similarly, Sutherland

et al. [13] demonstrated that the emotional expression of

the face and the viewpoint of the photograph were impor-

tant factors influencing the within-person variability of the

impressions regarding the trustworthiness, dominance, and

attractiveness traits.

According to Todorov et al. [17], independent of their

accuracy, trait inferences affect important social outcomes.

For example, positive traits such as intelligence are more

likely to be attributed to more attractive individuals [14].

However, contrasting observations have also been made,

such that more attractive scientists are perceived to be less

competent than their less attractive peers [4]. Such con-
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tradictory results regarding the influence of different fac-

tors on first impression formation highlight the need for

assumption-free exploratory investigations of the underly-

ing factors.

One of the main goals of the studies of computer vision-

based apparent personality trait recognition and analysis is

to increase our understanding of the underlying psycholog-

ical phenomena through modeling. Previous work found in

the literature proposed to explore the relationship between

image features and first impressions [20, 18] in order to

determine which region is more relevant to predict differ-

ent personality traits. However, facial features (e.g., region

based or action units analysis) or facial expressions [15]

have been more in the focus of such analysis, and the ef-

fects of other features, such as the background region and/or

audio have not been as adequately studied. In this work,

we analyze the functioning of a state-of-the-art method for

apparent personality trait recognition, which utilizes deep

residual networks and audiovisual information. Specifi-

cally, we aim to reveal insightful information that the model

exploits for recognizing personality traits. We believe this

information can be used to explain the recommendations

made by the considered model, making it more interpretable

and, henceforth, more reliable for decision support systems

based on apparent personality analysis.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The

next section elaborates on the considered data set and the as-

sociated first impressions challenge. Section 3 presents the

underlying method for apparent personality traits estima-

tion. Section 4 provides an analysis on the visualization of

information associated to personality trait estimation. Sec-

tion 5 presents the web based application for personality

analysis. Finally, Section 6 outlines conclusions derived

from this work.

2. The First Impressions Data Set

For our study we consider a recently released data set for

personality analysis. The so called, first impressions data set

was released in the context of a series of academic compe-

titions [3, 10, 2] focused on the analysis of personality and

adequacy of individuals for being invited to a job interview.

The first impressions1 data set is made up of 10,000

video clips with an average duration of 15s. These clips

were extracted from more than 3,000 different YouTube

videos of English speaking people, and most of them were

recorded in a video blog format. People in videos have dif-

ferent gender, age, nationality, and ethnicity. Furthermore,

the backgrounds of the videos are not uniform, making the

task of inferring apparent personality traits even more chal-

lenging. Figure 1 shows snapshots of sample videos from

the data set.

1Data set available at http://chalearnlap.cvc.uab.es/

Figure 1. Snapshots of sample videos from the First Impressions

data set [10].

Videos have personality traits and a so called “job-

interview variable” labels. Amazon Mechanical Turk

(AMT) was used for collecting the data to generate these

labels. In order to guarantee the reliability of the labels, all

rankings provided by the AMT workers were converted into

normalized real valued scores using a principled procedure

(see [1] for details). Personality traits that were used in the

dataset were those from the Five Factor Model (also known

as the Big Five). The Five Factor Model is a dominant

paradigm in personality research, and models human per-

sonality along five dimensions: Extraversion, Agreeable-

ness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism and Openness. AMT

workers labeled each video based on how they perceived the

individual in the video with respect to these five personality

traits as well as an additional variable indicating whether

the person should or should not be invited to a job interview

(the “job-interview variable”). For further information re-

garding the data set, the reader is referred to [10] where the

data set is described in more details.

The first impressions data set was formerly used in the

context of an academic challenge [10, 3] that aimed to de-

velop methods for predicting the big 5 personality traits.

More recently, an extended version of the data set was used

in a competition that had as goal to develop methods for

predicting whether a subject should or should not be invited

to an interview. Additionally, participants had to explain the

recommendations of their models [2].

3. Deep Residual Networks for Multimodal

Apparent Personality Trait Recognition

Here, we consider a model described in [6, 7]. This

model was ranked third in the ChaLearn First Impressions

Challenge 2016 [12]. Please note that the difference in per-

formance with the top ranked methodology was negligibly

small: [6] obtained a test-set accuracy of 0.9109, whereas

the winner [22] obtained an accuracy of 0.9129. Making

this model very competitive and representative of the state-

of–the-art. The rest of this section briefly describes such

methodology. We refer the reader to [6, 7] for a detailed

description.

This model made use of a deep learning methodology,

which took advantage of both visual and auditory infor-

mation available in the data set. Specifically a two stream

deep residual network [8] was developed. The network was

trained end-to-end without the usage of any feature engi-
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Figure 2. Illustration of the network architecture. Each box denotes a convolutional neural network layer in the following notation: ’kernel

size (height × width for visual data and width for auditory data)’ conv, ’kernel number’ / ’stride’. Arrow connecting non consecutive layers

denote residual connections. Figure adapted from [6, 7].

neering, both for the audio and the visual components of the

input videos. This characteristic of the network is ideal for

analysis and interpretation of the features that contributed

to the predictions of the network as no assumptions were

made and no information is discarded in advance.

The network is made up of an auditory stream of a

17 layer deep residual network, a visual stream of an-

other 17 layer deep residual network and audiovisual fully-

connected layer on top. The architecture is depicted in Fig-

ure 2. The network was trained by minimizing the mean

absolute error loss function between ground truths and pre-

dictions.

4. Visualizing traits

The next section describes the set of experiments that

were conducted with this model with the aim of revealing

informative patterns from data that can explain the predic-

tions of the model that was outlined in the previous section.

First, we perform an analysis on prototypical faces asso-

ciated to different traits. Next, occlusion analysis is per-

formed to detect regions of interest in images, aiming to

explain trait predictions. Finally, a similar analysis is per-

formed on the audio modality.

4.1. Representative Faces of Different Traits

We created representative images of faces for the highest

and lowest levels of each trait based on the annotations of

the test set videos as well as their predictions by the model.

As a result, typical faces having different levels of different

traits in the eyes of the annotators as well as the model were

visualized. To create such an image for the highest level

of a particular trait based on the annotations, the following

procedure was used:

First, 100 videos were selected such that their corre-

sponding annotations for the trait was the highest. Then, the

first and last frames of these videos were extracted. Next,

the faces in these frames were linearly aligned and trian-

gulated (Delaunay triangulation) based on an automatically

estimated set of 77 facial key points, and a template was

created by averaging the coordinates of each triangle over

the faces. Finally, the triangles in each face were separately

aligned to the corresponding triangles in the template and

averaged over the faces. This procedure was performed not

only for all faces in the selected videos altogether, but also

for the female and male faces in the selected videos sepa-

rately.

Images for the lowest levels of a trait and/or based on
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the predictions were created analogously. For example, 100

videos were selected such that their corresponding predic-

tions for the trait were the lowest.

Figure 3 shows the results of this procedure. A common

feature of all average face groups (i.e. female, male and uni-

sex, as well as those based on the annotations and predic-

tions) was the existence of prominent differences between

the average faces having low and high levels of each trait.

Similar to the results of previous attempts of visualizing the

facial features contributing to impressions of the Big Five

personality traits [19, 9], differences between high and low

levels of all traits were observed to be prominent in terms

of the facial structure, image properties and expressions of

the average faces.

For instance, high levels of all traits were more bright

and colorful, and with more positive expressions. This re-

sult is in line with [19], where the authors found that ma-

nipulations in shape space explained 82-90% of the vari-

ability of personality trait judgments and manipulations in

color space explained 73-84% of the variability of person-

ality trait judgments.

Visual inspection of the results revealed that the average

female faces with high levels of all traits seemed to be more

colorful with higher contrast compared to those with low

levels, who were more uniformly colored with lower con-

trast. Furthermore, looking at the unisex average faces, a

bias for female faces for the high levels and male faces for

the low levels was observed, more so in the case of average

faces based on annotations. However, the differences be-

tween the average faces having low levels of different traits

were much more subtle especially for the female average

faces. This was also the case for the average faces having

high levels of different traits.

4.2. Explaining the Predictions Using Occlusion
Analysis

In order to explore what influenced the predictions of

the considered deep network, further experiments were per-

formed. These experiments involved systematically mask-

ing the visual or audio inputs to the network and measuring

the changes in predictions as a function of location, prede-

fined region or frequency band [21]. The motivation be-

hind these analyses was that if a certain location was driv-

ing the predictions, then masking it would either increase

or decrease these predictions, enabling us to visualize the

regions or audio frequencies that had the most effect for

the predictions of each personality trait. Two analyses were

performed, one considering raw pixels and another one fo-

cusing on segments. These are described in the rest of this

subsection.

4.2.1 Experiment 1: Visual pixel-level occlusion analy-

sis

Pixel-level occlusion analysis was performed by systemat-

ically masking the input with 10 × 10 pixel square masks

that were centered on every fourth point in the spatial axes.

First, for each video, the model was used to predict the five

traits using only the first frame of its video track but its en-

tire audio track.

For each mask location, the analysis was then performed

as follows:

1. The video frame was covered with a 10 × 10 pixel gray

square mask.

2. All traits were predicted using the masked frame while

keeping the audio track fixed.

3. The change between the initial predictions and the

masked predictions were calculated in terms of the Eu-

clidean distance between the five trait predictions be-

fore and after masking.

The obtained changes were then visualized as a contribu-

tion map superimposed on the corresponding video frame.

Visual inspection of the results revealed that the faces in the

video frames drove the predictions of the network the most

(Figure 4). The specific face regions that had the most in-

fluence varied substantially for each video frame. Further-

more, in some videos objects in the background were also

observed to have an influence, but to a lesser extent.

4.2.2 Experiment 2: Visual segment-level occlusion

analysis

The pixel-level occlusion analysis provided us with a gen-

eral but rather coarse understanding of where in a video

frame the most important information was located. There-

fore, to further explain the results, we performed one more

visual occlusion analysis experiment. This time rather

than using square shaped masks at arbitrary locations of

the video frame, masks that corresponded to semantically

meaningful regions in the video frames were used. Further-

more, by performing the analysis per each trait, the ques-

tion whether the predictions of different traits were driven

by different factors was investigated.

In order to perform the segment-level occlusion analysis,

video frames were segmented into the following six regions

with a deep neural network: background region, hair region,

skin region, eye region, nose region and mouth region. Skin

region was defined as entire face without the other regions

as well as the ears and the neck. Segmentation was per-

formed using the method presented in [5]. The eye region

was defined as the two eyes and the two eye brows. The

mouth region was defined as the upper lip, inner mouth and
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Figure 3. Representative faces of different traits. (A) Images created based on the annotations. (B) Images created based on the predictions.

Figure 4. Visual pixel-level occlusion analysis. Each image shows the changes in trait predictions as a function of location resulting from

systematically masking a representative example input overlaid on the input itself. Masks are defined as 10 × 10 pixels centered on every

fourth point in the spatial axes. Change is defined as the Euclidean distance between the predictions before and after masking the inputs.

lower lip. The background region was defined as all the re-

maining regions in a video frame which often included the

other body parts such as the neck, hands, arms, etc., as well

as the actual background of the video.

First, the model was used to predict the five traits from

all videos in the test set. For each video, only the first frame

of its video track but its entire audio track was used.

Then, the following operations were performed on the

same data as above for each trait and region pair:

1. The region was covered with a gray mask.
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Figure 5. Segment-level occlusion analysis. Each image shows the changes in the prediction of the corresponding trait as a function of a

predefined region resulting from systematically masking the videos overlaid on an average face (cold colors indicate the region of image

that is less relevant do predict such trait). Masks are estimated with a separate deep neural network trained for segmenting faces to six

regions. Change is defined as the effect size of the difference between the predictions before and after masking the videos. Crosses indicate

the changes that are not significantly above zero.

2. The trait was predicted using the masked frame while

keeping the audio track fixed.

3. The difference between the initial prediction and the

masked prediction was taken.

4. The significance of the difference was assessed at 0.05

level with a Student’s t-test over the videos. Bonfer-

roni correction was used to control for multiple com-

parisons.

This procedure resulted in a t-value for each trait and re-

gion pair. It is important to note that the t-values do not

indicate what specific features of a region influence the pre-

diction of a trait. Rather they indicate how much the region

influences the prediction of the trait on average. For brevity,

we refer to a region significantly influencing the prediction

of a trait as that region modulating that trait or that trait

being modulated by that region. Figure 5 illustrates these

t-values as contribution maps superimposed on an average

face.

The most prominent pattern observed in these contribu-

tion maps is that each region modulated at least one trait,

and different traits were modulated by different regions.

Background, skin and mouth regions modulated the fewest

traits. Occlusion of background region increased extraver-

sion trait but decreased conscientiousness trait. Occlusion

of skin region decreased agreeableness and conscientious-

ness traits. Occlusion of mouth region increased neuroti-

cism and openness traits. In contrast, hair and nose regions

negatively modulated all but one trait. The only traits that

did not change by occlusion of these regions were consci-

entiousness and openness traits, respectively. Finally, eye

region negatively modulated agreeableness trait, and posi-

tively modulated neuroticism and openness traits.

Although it is difficult to interpret these findings, our

results correspond well with recent works on personality

traits in the social psychology literature in general. For

instance, similar to [11] we found that the overall appear-

ance of a person affects the personality judgements regard-

ing them. Both the face region and the background region

which includes clothing, posture and body parts have been

show to contain information regarding the apparent person-

ality traits in both studies. Although their results were lim-

ited mostly to conscientiousness and extraversion traits, [9]

showed that for different personality traits, different facial

features were utilized in judgements regarding the apparent

personality of unknown individuals. This is indeed compa-

rable to the results of our segment-level occlusion analysis

as illustrated in Figure 5.

4.2.3 Experiment 3: Audio frequency occlusion analy-

sis

In the auditory occlusion analysis, the same procedure as

the visual occlusion analysis was used except for keeping

the frames fixed and covering the auditory track with a fre-

quency mask. Briefly, t-values that indicate the effect of dif-

ferent frequency bands on the predictions of the traits were

estimated. Frequency masks were defined as second order

bandstop Butterworth filters with different center frequen-

cies and bandwidths. Concretely, we used 100 masks, each

with a center frequency linearly spaced between 50 Hz and

3000 Hz, and a bandwidth of 30 Hz.

Figure 6 illustrates the results of this analysis. Agree-

ableness, conscientiousness and neuroticism traits were in-

fluenced by the masking of a large number of frequency

bands, while the extraversion and openness traits were af-

fected by the masks to a lesser extent. Furthermore, results

suggest that the traits agreeableness, conscientiousness and

neuroticism were affected positively by audio signals con-

taining both high and low frequencies, whereas extraver-

sion and openness were only affected negatively and only

by lower frequencies. Lower frequencies of human speech

is known to correspond mostly to vowel sounds and higher

frequencies above 1500 Hz correspond mostly to conso-

nants. Relating these auditory occlusion analysis results to
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human speech, it appears that our model’s predictions about

the extraversion and openness traits were mostly influenced

by how the speakers in the videos uttered the vowels rather

than the consonants, whereas in the case of the remain-

ing personality traits, i.e. agreeableness, conscientiousness

and neuroticism, the utterances of both the vowels and the

consonants played a role. Furthermore, these results sug-

gest that especially for the extraversion and openness traits,

visual cues rather than the auditory cues might have been

more dominant in the predictions of the model.

Figure 6. Audio frequency occlusion analysis. Each line shows the

changes in the prediction of the corresponding trait as a function

of frequency resulting from systematically masking the videos.

Masks are defined as the 30 Hz bands centered around the frequen-

cies. Change is defined as the effect size of the difference between

the predictions before and after masking the videos. Grayed out

region indicates the changes that are not significantly above zero.

A result e.g. above the grayed out region shows that masking a

frequency band resulted in a significant decrease in the value of

the trait, suggesting that audio signals in those frequencies nor-

mally increase the value of the trait. Black solid line indicates the

normalized t-statistic corresponding to a change of zero.

5. Trait recognition online system

Based on the first impressions data set for apparent per-

sonality trait recognition and analysis and the deep resid-

ual neural network explained in Section 3, we designed

a web application to recognize apparent personality traits

(Big Five), which was presented as a demonstration at NIPS

2016.

It is important to emphasize that the predictions of our

Figure 7. Interaction in our online trait recognition system is driven

by an avatar representing the virtual interviewer.

system do not necessarily reflect the true personality traits

of the individual, but the apparent personality traits. Also

note that even trained humans find it difficult to determine

the personality traits of others. The system rather provides

an opportunity for individuals to learn about what other peo-

ple would think of them after a very brief interaction. An

example where such a tool can be used is as a preparation

aid for a job interview (and as a system for supporting the

decision of recruiters in the other way around). For exam-

ple, the interviewees can record a short video of themselves

talking about why they are good candidates for the job and

obtain the predictions using our system (that is precisely

the scenario considered in the job candidate screening chal-

lenge [2]). In case that they appear to be e.g. less extro-

verted than their actual personality, they can pay more at-

tention to reflect this dimension of their personality more

accurately during the actual job interview.

Our web-based application consists of two parts. In the

first part, after the presentation of instructions by an avatar

(Figure 7), a short video from the user is recorded. This

video should be in a similar format to a blog post and will

consist of the volunteer freely talking about an issue. In the

second part, this video will be automatically processed by

the deep residual network. This processing runs on a remote

server and takes approximately three seconds for the whole

15 s clip. The output consists of a rating from 0 to 100 for

each one of the Big Five personality traits.

The web interface shows these ratings along with the ad-

justment of the traits to five job profiles. Furthermore, a

list of Computer Vision and Machine Learning Researchers,

with similar apparent personality to the one estimated for

the user are shown. Figure 8 shows the output of the web

application for a sample video. The user has also the option

to request a summary personality report by email, which

also includes the visualization procedure explained in this

paper for the videos of the user. The client-side of the sys-

tem is implemented in HTML5. Requirements for its us-

age include a computer with a webcam, microphone and

internet connection. All heavy computational processing of

the deep impression network runs on a GPU-based remote

server.

This application was presented as part of the demon-

stration program at the NIPS conference, December 2016,
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in Barcelona. More than 100 people participated in this

demonstration. Table 1 shows a summary statistics of the

predicted traits of the participants. Additionally, the partici-

pants were asked to fill-in a short survey for self-assessment

of their personalities. Together with the survey results, the

videos of the majority of the participants (those who gave

consent) were stored for future analyses.

Figure 8. Snapshot of the output of the web interface for personal-

ity traits analysis.

Table 1. Summary statistics of the apparent personality trait pre-

dictions for the participants of the NIPS 2016 demo.

min max mean ± std

agreeableness 0.3938 0.6241 0.5350 ± 0.0545

conscientiousness 0.3283 0.5630 0.4614 ± 0.0538

extraversion 0.2581 0.5782 0.4138 ± 0.0590

neuroticism 0.3696 0.6554 0.5262 ± 0.0561

openness 0.3338 0.6288 0.4786 ± 0.0608

6. Conclusions

Automated tools that can predict apparent personality

traits from audio and/or visual data have a large potential

for real world applications. Although such tools are limited

in the sense that they can only predict apparent and not real

personality traits, they can still be of great help in a number

of scenarios.

This paper aimed to analyze what information apparent

personality trait recognition models rely on when making

thier predictions. To this end, we conducted a number of

experiments to explain the predictions of such a state of the

art model by characterizing the audio and visual informa-

tion that drive these predictions. Furthermore, we described

a new web application, which provides anyone the opportu-

nity to receive feedback on their apparent personality traits.

Considering that explainability has recently emerged as a

hot topic in machine learning, we foresee that our effort will

motivate the investigation of the explanatory mechanisms

for similar models in the field.
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